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Toyota 8 Series Engine
Shutdown Timer - the smarter
and safer solution
ENGINE SHUTDOWN TIMER

The Muirhead® Engine Shutdown Timer (EST) is a smart and
safe product speci�cally designed to complement the Toyota
OEM seat and buckle sequencing system (OPS).

Designed to co-exist and further enhance the OEM system, the
Muirhead® EST will allow the engine to run safely for 2 minutes
while the operator is o� the seat (programmable from 0-5
minutes) as long as the operator has the park brake applied. If
the park brake is not applied, the engine will shutdown in 5
seconds.

This acts as a training aid so that the operator is in the habit of
applying the park brake before they alight, it enhances safety
by automatically turning the engine o� after the pre-set time,
thus providing lower running and operational costs for the end-
user and also taking safety and compliance to a higher level.

Further, if the park brake is not applied and the operator gets
on the seat the ignition will not turn on as the sequence is
broken - the park brake must be applied �rst. This reinforces
the need to always apply the park brake before alighting.

The kits are custom designed to suit 8 Series Toyota forklifts in
the range of 1.8T - 3.5T and have been designed to plug and
play into the Toyota machine wiring. This allows for simple and
fast installation. They may also �t your larger capacity Toyota
models - check with your Toyota technical team for suitability.

Features

Designed to shutdown the engine after a pre-set time after the
operator gets o� the seat

Designed to work with the Toyota OPS - it will not interfere with its
operation

Programmable engine shutdown time

Fully sealed product to suit all conditions

Quick installation time using a custom Plug & Play wiring harness

Simple Fitting Instructions are provided with every kit that ensures
continuity of product installation nationally

Backed by RCT's national support network

Speci�cations

Voltage 9-32 volts

Operating Temperature -25 to +70 °C

Reference: SBMH1118001
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Parts

APN: 11239 FORKLIFT ENGINE SHUTDOWN TIMER

APN: 11241 LOOM TOYOTA 8 SERIES ENGINE SHUTDOWN TIMER

APN: 11250 TOYOTA 8 SERIES ENGINE SHUTDOWN KIT

APN: 11255 SEAT BELT PARKBRAKE KIT WITH NEGATIVE P/BRAKE INPUT

Reference: SBMH1118001
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